
This is Our Isagenix Weight Loss Story . . .  
Over The Road Truck Driver Loses “Trucker Gut” 

 
 

    

BEFORE ISAGENIX CLEANSE 
AFTER ISAGENIX CLEANSE 

Scott lost 30 Pounds + Trucker Gut              
Lisa lost 28 Pounds - Size 12 to 4  

 
We have been over the road truck drivers for about 7 years.  We don't have much of a chance 
to exercise on the road and had struggled with our weight for many years.   
 
We began our Isagenix program on October 15, 2007.  On our first Cleanse Program - Lisa 
released 10 pounds and Scott released 11 pounds – and both of us had tons of energy.  We 
could hardly believe the amazing results !  We continued on and in a short period of time, Lisa 
released 17 pounds and Scott released 23 pounds and we both felt so happy and energized.  
   
Since starting the program, Lisa went from a size 12 to a size 4 and released 28 lbs. total.  
Scott has gone from a tight size 36 to a loose 34 and has lost what was previously referred to 
as his 'trucker gut'.  He has released over 30 pounds so far !    
 
Amazingly, we did this all without exercise !  We also have more energy than ever before, 
even though we have given up coffee.  We are so excited and we love telling all of our trucker 
friends about Isagenix.  Now, our product is paying for itself.  
 
Thank you, Teresa Schneider, for introducing us to Isagenix ! 
 
 
Scott and Lisa Ketelsen,  
Tacoma, WA 

 

Scott and Lisa Ketelsen Hall of Fame Member  #165 

Weight-loss results may vary. In a recent study, participants averaged a weight loss of  7 pounds at the completion of their first Isagenix 9 Day Program. Always consult your 
physician before making any dietary changes or starting any nutrition, weight or exercise program. 
 

These statements have not been evaluated by the Food and Drug Administration. These products are not intended to diagnose, treat, cure or prevent any disease. 
Earning levels for Isagenix Independent Associates that appear in this publication should not be construed as representative of fixed or typical income earned with an Isagenix 
business, nor are they intended to represent that other Associates will eventually achieve the same level of income.  Income level achievements are dependent upon the  
individual Associate's business skills, personal ambition, time, commitment, activity and demographic factors. 


